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Still recovering from post concussion syndrome, The Undisputed Greatest Writer of All Time, was
written as a test of his cognitive function, with the express desire to nurture his friendship with
Derrick Brown. Driven by the unguaranteed nature of life, this collection of poetry bursts with
urgency to understand, hunger to explore beyond one's comfort zone, and attacks the aspects that
too often prevent us from having a full life. The first book of poetry by Beau Sia in over 13 years, this
work is the reflection of the child no longer at the mercy of his childishness. A boy who will not break
his father to be a man. A poet whose words are iceberg.
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When I first met Beau back in the mid 1990s he was in his late teens and reading at Paul Medina's
coffee house on the Paseo in Oklahoma City. He was a star in his ability to entertain. Though some
of the other local poets were put off by his hyperbolic self image, his audacity and his sharp wit
always thrilled me.The one thing that was totally obvious at the time was how serious he was about
becoming a poet. My advice to him was (and even though things have improved here, would still be)
get out of Oklahoma as fast as you can--go to New York.He started his film studies at NYU, became
an instant favorite at the Nuyrorkian, made friends with Allen Ginsberg, and acted in his first movie
(Slam). He was a cast member of Def Jam on Broadway and toured for several years. While I
consider him a friend, he was busy, I was much older, in Oklahoma,and so we have never
corresponded. I think I can objectively say his newest book "The Undisputed Greatest Write of All

Time" is a wonderful accomplishment. His first book in fifteen years, he has gained depth and
wisdom without losing his audacity. Marianne Moore wrote about poetry that: "if you demand on the
one hand, the raw material of poetry in all its rawness and that which is on the other hand genuine,
you are interested in poetry."This bit of verse by Ms Moore perfectly describes why I am "interested"
in Beau Sia--he is both raw and completely genuine. His newest poems are very personal. . .
because life is personal. I love this book and I love his publisher, Write Bloody Books. Beau's book
will fill several slots on my Christmas list. I wish him and all a Happy New Year.Yours ever, Larry.

Honest, reflective and unapologetic, Beau Sia pushes towards an evolution more humane and more
infinite, illuminating connections past, present, future, within a nonlinear relative continuum.
Sometimes funny and always personal, Beau displays unmatched dexterity with unexpected and
provocative strokes. This is a valuable work by an impeccable craftsman. Decipher the code, and
commence teleportation.

This book is indeed a work of art. Compelling to the fact of just wanting to throw because it was so
good. The poems in the book are so real and touching to your heart its an actual person. There are
many dope parts of this book that make up this wonderful man. Beau Sia out did himself this time.

This book is truly a work of art. Beau Sia delivers powerful words that make you want to cry and
laugh and scream all at the same time. His latest book is by far one of my favorites. Beau's words
jump off the page, leaving you wanting more of his raw truth. Read the book. Look him up on
Youtube. Get inspired.

Each word in this book urges you & challenges you to live life more fully, a life more in touch with
the real you. But it's not a self-improvement book; it's a book of poems. He does what all the greats
do: Beau unveils his life to reveal yours. It's outlandish, sobering - not in a heavy way but more like
a weight being lifted.
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